This paper presents a hop-by-hop congestion control for highspeed networks. The control policy relies on the data exchange between adjacent nodes of the network (nearestneighbour interaction). The novelty of this paper consists in the extensive use of Internal Model Control (IMC) to set the rates of the traffic flows. As a result, the proposed congestion control provides upper-bounds of the queue lengths in all the network buffers (overflow avoidance), avoids wasting the assigned capacity (full link utilisation) and guarantees the congestion recovery. Numerical simulations prove the effectiveness of the scheme.
Introduction
Congestion control schemes regulate the traffic rate of the flows entering the network nodes. In this paper, two kinds of traffic classes are considered: i) High Priority (HP) traffic, which is used to transport real-time traffic, has bandwidth guarantees and is not subject to congestions; ii) Low Priority (LP) traffic, which is used to transport data traffic (e.g. IP best-effort traffic), has no bandwidth guarantees and is subject to congestions. In particular, the capacity that is not used by the HP traffic has to be dynamically shared among the LP traffic flows. Thus, this paper deals with the LP flows and considers the HP flows as background traffic. The control objective is twofold: on one hand, the queue lengths in the network buffers must be kept low in order to minimize the occurrence of buffer overflows (i.e., packet losses); on the other hand, it is desirable to keep some packets in the queues, in order to take advantage of sudden availability of bandwidth. As detailed in Section 2, these objectives can be expressed as proposed in [9] : 1) Stability: the queue lengths in the network buffers should be upper-bounded by the buffer sizes, so that buffer overflows are avoided; 2) Full link utilization: when the nodes are allowed to transmit at a certain rate, the buffers should always have some packets to send.
In high-speed networks, congestion control is a crucial issue; consequently, it has been the subject of widespread researches. Most proposed congestion control schemes are based on end-to-end (ETE) feedback exchange: the traffic sources receive the feedback from the nodes of the network and adjust their transmission rate. By far, the most used congestion control protocol is the TCP ( [14] ), but ETE schemes has been proposed by high number of studies, based on classical control theory ( [9] ), optimal control ( [15] ), neural networks ( [16] ) and many other approaches. In contrast, in hop-by-hop (HBH) congestion control also the nodes of the network regulate the transmission rates, on the basis of feedback from the neighbouring nodes. The main advantages of HBH schemes are the following ( [2] ): i) Reactiveness: the ETE feedback delay can be much larger than the feedback delay of a single hop, thus HBH algorithms can react faster to traffic changes; ii) Resource utilisation: in ETE congestion controls, the packets are accumulated in a single node of the network (bottle-neck node), while HBH ones are able to utilise also the preceding nodes along the path. However, currently used congestion control schemes are ETE: the main reason is that HBH schemes introduce complexity in the switches and lead to scalability problems, since they require the nodes to keep per-flow information. Recently, there is a growing interest in hop-by-hop schemes ([1]- [4] ), since next generation switches and routers will have more processing capabilities in order to enhance the Qualityof-Service (QoS) perceived by the users. In [1] , the congestion control relies on the prediction of the HP traffic; in [2] , the control equation is based on a model of the system, whose inaccuracies are corrected via the feedback; [3] regulates the transmission rates on the basis of the queue length in the down-stream node; [4] models the network as a linear parameter varying (LPV) system. The algorithms [1] - [4] have some drawbacks: [1] assumes that the traffic sources are persistent (i.e., they have infinite backlogged traffic) and that the destination are capable of absorbing the whole received traffic; [1] and [2] assume that the transmission delay between each couple of adjacent nodes is the same; [4] does not require per-flow buffering, but the stability of the scheme is not exponential, so that the robustness is affected; none of them [1] - [4] guarantees the avoidance of buffer overflows and the full link utilization. The proposed scheme overcomes the above-mentioned problems, and is based on the following assumptions: 1) Per-flow buffering policy: the switches store each flow in a separate buffer, as shown by Fig. 1 . 2) The buffers are served in a round-robin fashion (which, in high-speed networks, is a good approximation of fair queuing [7] ), but the nodes are capable of ensuring that the depletion rate of the buffers is bounded by a certain rate ( [2] ).
3) The link delays are known in advance; this assumption is straightforward if the control traffic has strict priority over the data traffic ( [9] ). Assumption 3) can be neglected if the feedback delays are estimated on-line. However, for the sake of simplicity, this assumption is considered in this paper. Since network traffic is hardly predictable ( [13] ), no assumption is made on both HP and LP traffic. The proposed scheme is based on Internal Model Control (IMC) ( [10] ) and utilizes a Smith Predictor (SP) controller; since the SP can be put in an IMC-form, the scheme is named Internal Model Congestion Control (IMCC). Model-based control utilises the model of the system to compute the control law, while feedback messages are utilised to evaluate and correct the model inaccuracies. The effectiveness of using model-based control for congestion control has been examined in several ETE schemes ( [5] , [6] ) and also in the HBH scheme presented in [2] .
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, the network model is developed; in Section 3 and 4 the node model and controller are developed; Section 5 presents the numerical simulation; in Section 5, the conclusions are drawn.
Network Model
The traffic sources transmit packets towards a certain destination through the network elements: links, switches and buffers (see Figure 1 ). The data transmission between a source and a destination is defined as a flow. The switches are capable of directing the different flows to the proper output buffers. Let the node be the switch altogether with its output buffers. The links connect the different nodes; each link is characterized by its capacity, which is shared by the different flows coming from the same node and directed to the same node. The congestion control scheme of the present paper is based on the exchange of control messages between adjacent nodes of the network (nearest-neighbor interaction). For the sake of simplicity, we will refer to the buffer fed by the j th flow as the j th buffer of the node/source/destination. , to node (i+1):
• The allowed rate is computed in order to avoid the overflows of the j th buffer, and represents the desired input rate;
• The requested rate is computed in order to avoid the underruns of the j th buffer, and represents the desired output rate. The dynamic of the j th buffer of the i th node is driven by the following data rates:
• The buffer transmits towards the j th buffer of the (i+1 Flow j in node i can be subject to forward and backward congestions: Forward congestions lead to a reduction of the buffer output rate, and can be caused by two conditions: i) by bandwidth constraint of the i th link, due to the HP traffic and by the concurrent LP traffic; ii) by the allowed rate of the controller of node i+1. Similarly, backward congestions lead to a reduction of the buffer input rate, and can be caused by two conditions: i) by bandwidth constraint of the (i-1)
th link (i.e., when node i-1 cannot transmit at the allowed rate); ii) by the requested rate of the controller of node i-1.
Hereafter, all the variables refer to the j th flow; thus, without ambiguity, the index j will be omitted. As previously mentioned, the control objective is to maintain the queue length q 
Node Model
Referring to the j th flow, the model of the i th node consists of 3 elements: 1) The buffer j, in which the packets of the j th flow wait for transmission towards the (i+1) th node, is modelled by an integrator. Let q i (t) denote the queue length in this buffer; its variation is given by the input rate minus the output rate:
Note that (3.1) is a linearized buffer model. In the reality, q i (t) can not be lower than zero (q i (t) = 0 means an empty buffer) and greater than the buffer size B i . As shown in the following Section, the proposed scheme manages to 1 The beginning of the flow transmission is regarded as a backward congestion.
keep q i (t) in the linear dynamic, since it meets the stability and full link utilization objectives.
2) The controller of buffer j of node i, G i,j (t), is in charge of computing the control actions on the basis of the available measures (queue length and input rate). The controller G i,j (t) will be defined in Section 4. 3) Finally, the switch of node i, has the task of limiting the allowed rate by the desired rate and by the requested rate, as described by the following equation:
To model the backward congestion due to the requested rate of node i-1, let define the request disturbance: 
5) Similarly, the backward loop is modelled by a delay equal to T i-1 followed by an additive disturbance,
, which models the backward congestiosn due to the concurrent traffic of node i-1, is defined as follows:
meets the following inequality: Fig. 3 shows the proposed linear node model. By taking into account equations (3.6), (3.8) and (3.4), the following equations hold:
Remark 1:
Equations (3.5), (3.7) and (3.9) express the physical constraint stating that the packet transmission rates cannot be negative, and imply that also equations (3.10) and (3.11) are nonnegative.
Node Controller
Let the adjustment rate ) (t r i ADJ be defined as follows: The proposed node controller scheme, named Internal Model Congestion Control (IMCC), is shown in Fig. 4 a) . The idea beneath the controller (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) is to let the transmission rate tend to the target rate; the congestion recovery is achieved by using the two measured variables disjointedly: -The input rate is used to regulate the requested rate with the aim of recovering from backward congestions. In fact, considering equations (3.10), (4.2) and (4.3), it follows that the requested rate, computed on the basis of -On the contrary, the desired rate is independent of the input rate: the queue length is used to compute the adjustment rate, which, in turn, is used to regulate the desired rate (see equation (4.2)) with the aim of recovering from forward congestions. As a consequence, the forward and backward disturbance are uncoupled: as a matter of fact, by inspection of Fig. 4 a) , it can be noted that the following theorem holds:
, the IMCC scheme (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) is equivalent to the backward congestion scheme shown in Fig.  4 b) , while, if
, the IMCC scheme is equivalent to the forward congestion scheme shown in Fig. 4 c) , where the K i (t) block is the SPC block of Fig. 4 a). . For this purpose, the scheme utilises the Internal Model (highlighted as IM in Fig. 4 a) ) of the rate-based request scheme highlighted in Fig. 4 b) With reference to the schemes of Fig. 4 b) and c), the following lemmi hold 2 .
Lemma 1:
The queue length 
Remark 3:
The controller K i (t), shown in the SPC block of Fig. 4 a) , is based on the Smith's principle ( [11] ). The feedback delay, known in literature as Dead Time (DT), might cause stability problems. In order to handle the DT, the proposed scheme avails of a Smith Predictor (SP) controller. The SP has the capability of improving the control of loops with DT, thanks also to the fact that the feedback delay of the control traffic is constant and, therefore, that the DT is exactly known in advance. The plant of the forward congestion scheme of Fig. 4 c) 
where K i is constant and must be properly set. As a result of the application of the SP controller, the delay disappears from the denominator of the transfer function of the forward disturbance scheme: , and has no oscillation and overshoots.
Numerical Simulations
In this Section, numerical simulations of the proposed congestion control scheme are provided. A single node has been simulated, while the behaviour of the preceding and successive nodes is simulated by the forward, backward and request disturbances. Simulating a single node is meaningful, since no assumption is made on the disturbances. [ ]
where u -1 (t) is the step function. Obviously, the same situation can be modelled using the request disturbance. The simulation results, presented in Fig. 5 a) , show that the queue length is non-negative. Note that the actual and the estimated queue lengths are identical during the simulation. The second simulation has been performed in order to test the worst-case forward congestion and the forward congestion recovery. This situation is represented by the following forward disturbance:
The simulation results, presented in Fig. 5 b) , show that the queue length is always less than 200 pkts. The third simulation has been performed in order to test the protocol behaviour with a white-noise random backward disturbance, subject to the physical limitations of equation (3.8) . The obtained actual and the estimated queue lengths are shown in Fig. 6 a) : the figure shows that the queue length is always bounded between 0 (full link utilisation) and 
Remark 4:
In the actual implementation the continuous-time scheme must be sampled, assuming that the exchange of control messages between adjacent nodes is regular. In this paper, the discretization is not explicitly given, since it relies on the same considerations given in [9] and [17] . In particular, if the system is sampled with sampling time T C , the SP controller gain K i of eq. (4.8) has not to be higher than 1 / (2⋅T C ).
Conclusions
In this paper, a hop-by-hop congestion control protocol for high-speed networks with per-flow buffering has been presented. The novelty of this paper consists in the extensive use of Internal Model Control to regulate the rates of the active traffic flows in the network. Hop-by-hop (HBH) congestion control schemes are based on the data exchange between adjacent nodes of the flow path (nearest-neighbour interaction). In the proposed scheme, the node i of the flow path communicates with the successive node i+1 (forward control loop) and with the preceding node i-1 (backward control loop), and copes with the problem of having different feedback delays associated to the two loops, T i and T
i+1
, respectively. In particular, at time t, the controller associated to the i th node of a flow path communicates the requested rate to the (i+1) th node and the allowed rate to the (i-1) th node, which represent the maximum desired output rate at time t + T i , and the maximum desired input rate at time t + T i-1 , respectively. The control is based on measurement of the queue length in the buffers and of the rate of the traffic feeding the buffers. In contrast with other proposed HBH protocols, the presented scheme does not rely on unrealistic hypotheses, such as considering persistent sources or assuming that the links are characterized by identical delays. Nevertheless, the proposed scheme meets the control objectives: i) The buffer queue lengths are upper-bounded by the buffer size (stability), thus the congestion control scheme guarantees the overflow avoidance; ii) When the nodes are allowed to transmit at a certain rate, the buffers always have some packets to send, thus the allowed transmission rate is always fully utilised (full link utilisation);
iii) The recovery from a backward congestion, caused by a reduction of the requested rate of the (i-1) th node or by the competing traffic of the (i-1) th node, is achieved, in the worst case, in (T i-1 + T i ) sec; iv) The recovery from a forward congestion, caused by a reduction of the allowed rate of the (i+1) th node or by the competing traffic of the i th node, is exponential and has no oscillations and overshoots; v) Finally, the protocol is independent of the generally unknown statistical characteristics of the network traffic, since it does not rely on traffic models. Numerical simulations have been provided, which validated the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. 
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